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ROCK SPRINGS — Western Wyoming Community College is pleased to recognize the 349 students who earned a spot on the Dean’s Honor Roll for the Spring 2012 Semester. Students named to the Dean’s Honor Roll are full-time students who complete a minimum of 12 credit hours during the semester with a letter grade and a grade point average between 3.25 and 3.99.

Rock Springs residents earning this honor are: Kayleigh Ackerman, Mary Adams, Samuel Adu-Addison, Christina Albertini, Alyssa Allen, Sandra Amadi, Arik Amundson, Jessica Anson, Mario Arcadia, Karlene Atkinson, Donna Audevant, Joshua Barnes, Crystal Baughman, Albert Bazzanella, Tammy Bearley, Alison Bennett, Holly Blau, Alysha Boese, Chantell Bott, Kirk Bruderer, Sierra Bruderer, Ting Bruderer, Dawne Bullock, Robert Calderone, Katrina Cavanaugh, Michael Chalfant, Caitlyn Chesnovar, Jennifer Chick, Jasmine Clark, Jonathan Crawford, Thomas Delaurentis, Rebecca Denson, Meghan Downes, Shealyn Downs, Kelly Druce, Britney Durrans, Patrick Even, Brenda Fenhaus, Leann Fleetwood, Dalton Freuler, Tawny Friend, Chantay Gardipee, Jordan Giles, Cory Gillen, Crystal Gold, Alyxandra Griffin, Shantel Guerrero, Robert Haliburton, Todd Halstead, Madison Harris, Lindy Hicks, Amy Hughes, Angela Hutchinson, Jesper Jones, Larry Kaml, Wendy Kannegieter, Kassidy Kaumo, John Keller, Alex Kendell, Kathryn Kent, Tiffany Kittrell, Ariel Klein, Robert Knott, Jessica Kostoff, Nina Lacey, Alysia Lamorie, Travis Layton, Nathaniel Lear and Tiffany Leeper.

Additional Rock Springs resident include: Jonci Lison, Brandy Logan, Briana Lovell, Nadine Lovell, Orlando Martinez, Jennifer Mason, Christa Miller, Robyn Neaman, Nickole Neary, Carly Noll, Jeannie Nordwall, Kaila Oriet, Jordan Orozco, Christina Otto, Deserree Padilla, Gisela Padilla, Elizabeth Parker, Sarah Parker, Taryn Paul, Debbie Pavelka, Robert Pearrow, Cory Petek, Casey Piburn, Amanda Pilkinson, Danielle Pirtz, Erik Pivik, Briania Potts, Brianne Pribyl, Courtney Pridmore, Megan Radke, Krista Resh, Brianna Romero, Katherine Roudy, Daniela Ruiz, Scarlett Ruiz, Emily Salisbury, Bennett Scott, Mark Sell, Brooke Shassetz,
Bailey Smith, Quinton Smith, Shanieka Staten, Erik Stembridge, Shawna Stewart, Rachelle Stratton, Mark Sutherland, Natalie Talley, Maria Tarufelli, Craig Thomas, Crystal Torrez, Christine Tune, Hope Urrutia, Raymond Verheydt, Cody Wilkinson, Kyle Zampedri and Emil Zebre.

Green River residents earning this honor are: Mindy Aguirre, Dennis Anderson, Amanda Attebury, Tiffany Beckwith, Joanna Blogosz-Ankiewicz, Michael Brown, Amber Camino, Samuel Campbell, Cory Cassity, Sarah Corhn, Kyle Cox, Jamie Darnell, Jacqueline Delahoyde, Crystal Drye, Christopher Frampton, Jasmine Gonzalez, Randy Green, Alyson Groth, James Hadley, Brian Harper, Christopher Henderson, Riley Hix, Haylee Hodges, Cassandra Jarvie, Steven Jones, Ceira Lee, Kayla Lewis, Kylee Lewis, Scott Lewis, Michael Mc Bee, Lori Mead, Benjamin Merkley, Gloria Morin, Joel Murphy, Amanda Nicholson, Jared Olds, Jonathan Olds, Micah Paisley, Callie Parrish, Taylor Phillips, Brandi Poydack, Ruben Reyes, Ralynne Riddle, Joseph Rose, Cameron Ross, Cody Squadroni, Ana Tesdal, Kimberly Wagstaff, Stormy Warner, Daniel Watts, Eli West, Isaac West, Joseph Whisonant, Cory Worden and Lauren Wyant.

Other Sweetwater County residents named are Meagan Varley from Point of Rocks and Sonya Wheeler from Wamsutter.

Carbon County residents include: Rene Gardner and Sean Rietveld from Baggs; Farah Dirck, Brian Hightree, Maria Loya, Angel Orozco, Paola Ramirez and Hanni Rowicki from Rawlins; along with Taylor Boydstun and Lionel Escobedo from Saratoga.

Students from Lincoln County who earned this honor are: from Afton, Shaylee Cazier, Taylor Clawson, Cody Greenwald, Hailey Hokanson, Devin Sand, Rikki Sessions, Amber Smith and Shalin Veigel; from Alpine, Jennifer Gustafson; from Diamondville, Mitchell Deason and Emily Gentry; from Freedom, Emily Porter; from Kemmerer, Tarin Bair, Christine Beatty, Dylan Mastrud and Eric Sundar; from La Barge, Nicholas Brady; from Star Valley Ranch, Larry Robinson; from Thayne, Kory Ingersoll, Jeremy Jordan and Shane Titensor.

Four Sublette County residents were named to the list. They are: Elisa Lowham, Alison Rinker, Casey Terrell and Justin Wilkerson from Pinedale.

Uinta County students receiving this honor are: Weston Albertson, Tina Ballinger, Jessica Bond, Elizabeth Brown, Wesley Caldwell, Nicholas Clark, Trisha Corbet, Sheron Cox, Russell Crawford, Kelly Crumrine, Jae Dillree, Randy Garbett, Kenneth Garner, Diana Garvin, Trever George, Amanda Gerrard, Colton Gomez, Jessica Groll, Erin Hannigan, Haley Hewitt, Michael Holmes, Brena Jenkins, Deserae Joyner, Payton Larocco, Elizabeth Martinez, Cheryl Odisco ll, Eric Pasenelli, Anna Redden, Candice Reichenberg, Carolee Roberts, Carlos Saavedra, Kimberly Salyer, Cahl Sandler, Stephanie Shahan, Stephanie Sheets, Paige Stocks, Riley Thomas and Bryne Wiley from Evanston.

Also from Uinta County are: Blake Condos, Lucas Coon, Shantel Erickson, Shane Gines, Austin Koch, Krista Mattson, Collin McIntyre, Brianna Richards, Alissa Shelton, Robert Taylor, Tyler Wilson, Steffani Yarbrough and Marti Young from Lyman; Colby Stephens from Lonetree; Alle Muir from Mckinnon; along with Kevin Littell from Robertson.

Other Wyoming residents included: from Casper, Ashton Crain; from Cheyenne, Breanna Johnson and Dillon Karajanis; from Gillette, Cody Nice; from Jackson, Alin Badillo Carrillo; from Lander, Mitchell Cooper and Chad Englert; from Laramie, Danielle Alton; from Lovell, Philip Anderson; from Mills, Brittany Grenier; and from Sheridan, Jessica Meich.
Thirty-six students from Utah were also named to the Dean’s Honor Roll. They are: Jasmine Anderson, Briana Bedore, Shelby Clayson, Mariah Colbert, Kaylie Crowley, Taylor Egbert, Bruce Finch, Krystal Funk, Shyanne Halalilo, Deni Jacobs, Christy Jones, Devin King, Vienna Larose, Amber Larsen, Emily Larsen, Jessica Manning, Anna Marchant, Brooke McDonald, Jared Menlove, Jessica Monson, Megan Neidiger, Kylee Ogzewalla, Kathryn Peel, Baileigh Petty, Trenton Potter, Sheldon Reynolds, Keisha Rogerson, Alysann Soifua, Aysha Stocks, Ross Taylor, Emily Thompson, Kaitlyn Tolley, Craig Tucker, Shaun Uriarte, Alissa Willard and MacKenzie Williams.

Other students from outside Wyoming included: from Arizona, Amber Serna; from California, Jessie Berg and Jonathan Mines; from Colorado, Shelby Duncan, Mariah Himstedt, Parker Mortensen Miguel Pinela, Shawn Seppala, Brittany Shonka and Jose Villalpando; from Idaho, Riley Argyle, Alexis Bostik, Kira Miller and Christopher Sweet; from Georgia, Turner Allen; from Montana, Whitney Cranmore; from Nevada, Timothy Carter and Daryl Stennis; from North Carolina, Lindsey Johnson; and from North Dakota, Ashliegh Swanson.

Eleven students from twelve countries were also named to the Dean’s Honor Roll. They are: Olayinka Oyebanji from Cameroon; Ashley Howell from Canada; Ashenafi Negeri from Ethiopia; Thelma Baah from Ghana; Max Duron from Honduras; Kaoruko Iwasaki and Azusa Kojima from Japan; Minki Kim from Korea; Viktorija Teivane from Latvia; Joshua Agaruwa from Nigeria; and Sergey Ostrikov from Russia.